
SESSION EVALUATIONS

GOVERNOR'S INDUSTRIAL SAFETY & HEALTH CONFERENCE - OCTOBER 7 & 8, 2009

Session: Easy Incident & Accident Investigations

Speaker(s): Number of Evals:

1.  This session was well designed (e.g. pacing, Q  A time)

2.  I got information from this session I can use immediately in my job.

3.  The speaker used good presentation skills.

4.  The speaker appropriately involved participants.

5.  This session met my expectations

6.  Did you like the topic?

Average
Bad) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 (Good

What did you like best about this presentation?

Joe Angyus 77

122893 4.1

122893 4.4

122893 4.5

122893 4.7

122893 4.2

122893 4.6

12Practical, easily applied2893

12Involvement of participants and Joe's qualifications.2893

12Real work site examples and follow through2893

12To the point!2893

12Mr. Angyus is energetic and passionate about the topic.2893

12Fun and humor in speaker presentation.2893

12I can use this info2893

12Easy application of principles.2893

12Great speaker dynamics2893

12Joe could engage a large dispersed audience in an energetic, informative and entergaining way.2893

12Presenters method2893

12Useable2893

12Did a good job on moving topic.  Ran out of time he did move subject along2893

12Joe's energy and passion for this.2893

12Feed back from crowd.2893

12Good ideas.2893

12Real stories2893

12Straight forward delivery2893

12Interactive2893

12Demonstration an actually writing an incident report.2893

12Handout2893

12The topic, the hand-outs2893

12Great communicator.2893

12Material2893

12Very good speaker, audience engaged with lots of good examples really enjoyed speaker.2893

12The passion of the speaker2893
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What constructive changes would you suggest to make the presentation more effective?

12Presenters enthusiasm and audience participation2893

12Practical, useable information2893

12Handouts / materials2893

12Accident investigation ws.   All was great.2893

12Excellent Speaker, Good handouts2893

12Accident review form/invewstigation form.2893

12Interactive work through the process being presented.2893

12Interactive communication with attendees.2893

12Great presentation and speaker.2893

12Interaction along with take away materials I can use.2893

12Informal approach use of audience participation.2893

12Information on complete steps to take if someone gets hurt.2893

12Joe's enthusiasm2893

12Material was presented very good.  5+ for question 5.2893

12Joe is personable and passionate about this topic.2893

12The ease of the investigation techniques2893

12Speaker is very positive and real2893

12Topic is complex, could have allowed more time.2893

12Add more time to session.2893

12Not run out of time on the system deficiencies section which really is key.  Add one questionperspective from 
the supervisor investigations "What was my contin_____tor to laws incident?"

2893

12Longer2893

12More video and pics related to topic.2893

12No changes needed2893

12Get more managers and supervisors to listen to this guy.2893

12More time2893

12Ordinary staff / employees were not mentioned some of us were here.2893

12Would have liked to review their form will do it later.2893

12More time.2893

12More time2893

12Little longer class.2893

12Cover all the materials in the presentation and manage time better.2893

12Detail more information from form/information packet.  Don't try to cover so much info If it is easy 
Investigation, duscuss how to make investigation easy.  Don't cover or review incident.Don't try to cover so 
much info If it is easy Investigation, duscuss how to make investigation easy.  Don't cover or review incident.

2893

12More time for the session, more detailed info on handouts, speaker kept drifting off topic.2893

12Longer2893

12More time.2893

12Need more time.2893

12This presentation needs more time.2893
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Suggested Topics for next year:

Other Comments:

12If slides are going to be presented, the speaker should at least touch on a couple of items on the slide.2893

12None - Great presentation2893

12Some actors to demonstrate an accident scene.2893

12This subject needs more time.2893

12Discuss management responsiblities more and how to keep discipline separate from investigation.2893

12None2893

12Maybe a little longer time.2893

12Make longer.2893

12Same like more "_______"?2893

12-customer service within organizations (manager to employee)  -How we treat each other with respect and 
build trust.

2893

12-Create multiple sessions to cover topic.2893


